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with the responsibility of determining the capabilities available
on a given handset, the load on the handset as well as the
battery charge remaining. A handset that is low of battery
power for example would not be allowed to act as a
coordinator for the grid since it has a fairly high chance of
failing. The nodes (mobile phones) in MobiGrid communicate
using messaging passing via a Wi-Fi ad hoc network.
B. MobiGrid Architecture

calls for an election and the winner of the election
becomes the Coordinator.
(c)

Once a Coordinator has been found, MobiGrid connects
to it and registers all services it may have available.
These services are provided by custom applications
(such as e-health) that run on top of MobiGrid running
on the phone.

2) Requesting a service
This step is executed when request(s) to run a particular
custom application running on the grid is made.
3) Monitoring Servers’ Status
The following commands are used in monitoring the
servers’ status
(a)

!Poll – Local Server checking if Coordinator is still
alive. The Coordinator uses the same command to find
out if the Local Servers are running;

(b) !Alive - a reply from the Coordinator to Local Server(s)

indicating that the Coordinator Server is up and running;
(c)

As shown in figure 1, the implementation of the MobiGrid
requires that the application be installed on all phones that are
to participate in the grid. On the phone that is currently playing
the coordinator, (Coordinator Node in this case) the two main
modules; Local Server and Coordinator Server are executed.
The Coordinator Server acts as the master to all the nodes
while the Local Server services requests directed to the custom
applications running on this phone. It also maintains state
information on this phone, such as free memory available,
services running etc. However, due to limitations of S60 (at the
time of developing the application), a phone could not run
more than one instance of the application. The non-coordinator
phones (Nodes 1, Node 2, …, Node n in this case) only run the
Local Server instance of the application while the phone acting
as the Coordinator run an instance of Coordinator Server. The
Coordinator role may be exchanged if/when an election takes
place.
C. How MobiGrid Works
As summarized in figure 2, the four main operation of
MobiGrid are; initialization, requesting for service, monitoring
servers’ status and electing a coordinator
1) Initialization Steps
This has the following three steps:
(a)

!PollResponse - a response from a Local Server to the
Coordinator indicating that this particular Local Server
is still up and running. The Coordinator then updates
status of the Local Server by calling updateClientState.
This status includes parameters such as battery power,
memory capacity and network strength of the phone on
which this Local Server is running

4) Elections
The first node to join the MobiGrid automatically becomes
the Coordinator and other nodes register with it on joining the
grid. The steps involved in finding the coordinator are as
follows:
(a)

The Local Server broadcasts to a given SERVER_PORT
(default is port 2904) asking who the Coordinator is;

(b) The Coordinator responses and registers the Local Server.
(c)

If no response is received within a designated TIMEOUT
period, the Local Server calls for an election by
broadcasting an !Election message to a designated
CONTROL_PORT(default is port 7609). If a node with
better election attributes6 receives a call for an election, it
responds by calling its own election. If the caller of the
election is not challenged, it automatically becomes the
new Coordinator. The bully election algorithm [2] is used.

In its current implementation, MobiGrid picks the
Coordinator as the node with the best election attribute. For
example, if two nodes A and B are being compared against
each other in an election, with A having 75MB free memory
(MA) and 57 units of charge remaining (CA) with B’s 41MB
free memory (MB) and 79 units of charge (CB), then the vote
VA for A will be:

The user starts MobiGrid on the phone;

(b) MobiGrid searches for other phones running MobiGrid.

If a phone running MobiGrid’s Coordinator Server is
found, the phone connects to it as a client. If no
Coordinator is found, the Local Server on this phone

4Determined

as a function of the phone’s free memory and
battery charge remaining))
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In this case, A has better election attributes than B. This
process is repeated for all pairs of nodes still taking part in the
election until only one overall winner is left. Note that VA+VB
always add up to 2.
D. MobiGrid’s Communication Framework
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dictionary once received on the other end.
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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running Symbian Operating System. Through this middleware,
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In its current form, the MobiGrid has some limitations that
form part of further work; not all features needed by a
middleware for a grid are included in the MobiGrid. In
particular, the following limitations are noted:
Currently, the middleware can only recognize coordinators
using the subnet mask 255.255.255.0. Further, not much
attention was paid to enforcing security. Given that MobiGrid
was tested on only two types of phones, more useful results
could be achieved by use of an emulator. Best ways of
executing this are currently being investigated. Further, in
order to test MobiGrid further, two mobile-based applications
(one for drought prediction and the second one for conserving
Africa’s tradition knowledge on droughts) are currently under
development.
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